INFOMAR Seabed
Classification Tutorial Using
ArcGIS.

Seabed Substrate Classification
ArcGIS tools can be used to delineate different types of seabed substrate from remotely sensed
data of the seabed. Multibeam echosounder (MBES) backscatter can be classified into acoustic
classes which in turn can be refined into more detailed habitat classes using data from overlapping
sample data with information on sediment type and/or biological assemblages.
This document the steps that can be used in ArcGIS to generate broad benthic habitat maps.

Part 1. Manual Classification
The first step involved in generating a habitat map from acoustic survey data is the separation of
the data into hard and soft substrates. Rock outcrops are clearly visible on Shaded Relief imagery
and the simplest method of mapping these reef habitats is by tracing the extent of the outcrop
highlighted on the image.

Digitising Rock Outcrops
The process is surmised in the following steps:
(i) Create a shaded relief image from the bathymetry to highlight the rock outcrops.
Open a new blank map in ArcMap. Set the coordinate system of the new map to WGS 1984
UTM Zone 29 N (read “Tips” at end of handout to do this). Add the bathymetric image,
“Dingle_Bathymetry” to the map (Location: C\SeabedClassification). Save the map to the
Seabed Classification folder and give it a title. Open the Image Analysis viewer.
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Drag the Image Analysis Viewer to the right-hand side of the screen. Make sure the
bathymetry image is highlighted. Click on the Image Analysis Options button (circled in red
in below image). A dialog window opens, click on the Hillshade tab. Set the “z Factor” to
15 (this will exaggerate the hillshade effect and make the rock outcrops appear very
prominent on the image). Click OK.

Next, click on the Shaded Relief button at the bottom of the Image Analysis viewer
(circled in red in below image). Leave the colour ramp at the default colour scheme.

When the shaded relief image appears, close the Image Analysis Viewer. The rock outcrops
are clearly visible on the shaded relief image. Rock outcrops are traced by overlaying a
polygon vector file onto the shaded relief image and digitising the rock features in editing
mode.
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(ii) Tracing rock outcrops and saving them to a vector file.
Add the “TracedRock_Dingle” shapefile to the map (Location: C\SeabedClassification).
Change the symbology of the polygon file to Hollow (double-click on the shapefile icon and
the Symbol Selector dialog box will appear).

Some of the features have already been digitised; the remaining outcrops (in the
southeast) will be digitised during this practical.
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Zoom into an area in the southeast corner of the image (keep scale at 1:24,000). A large
rough textured area needs to be digitised and added to the existing rock outcrop file.

Begin an editing session by clicking on the Start Editing command from the Editor toolbar
dropdown. (If the Editor toolbar is not visible, it may need to be added, just go to CustomiseTools on the main menu and tick Editor from the list of available toolbars). Open the Create
Features window to add new features.
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Click on the “TracedRock_Dingle” shapefile in the Create features window. Then, click on
the Polygon tool in the Construction Tools Panel (in the lower left window of the viewer).

Click once on the map to begin tracing, and click once each time there is a change of
direction, when the outcrop has been fully traced, double-click to end. The feature will be
highlighted in blue. Save edits after each feature has been digitised. Select the Save Edits
from the editor toolbar dropdown list.
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Move on to the next outcrop, using the pan tool, and repeat the procedure until all the
rock outcrops have been traced. Click on the Stop Editing command from the Editor
Toolbar dropdown menu when all features have been digitised.

(iii) Update attributes of rock shapefile.
Begin an editing session by clicking on the Start Editing command from the Editor toolbar
dropdown. Open the attribute table of the “TracedRock_Dingle” shapefile. Select all
records from the Table Options window (accessed using highlighted dropdown menu at
top of attribute table).
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Click on the Attributes icon on the Editor toolbar. The Attributes window opens and docks
on the right-hand side of the screen. Click on the TracedRock_Dingle shapefile in this
window (this ensures all selected features will be updated).

To update all attributes, simply type “Rock” into the box next to the Substrate heading
and hit return.

Save all edits and finish the editing session. Part 1 of the practical is now complete and work can
begin on part 2 - classifying the soft sediments from the backscatter data. Save the map also at this
point.
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Part 2. Automated Classification
The next step involves classifying the sediment portion of the survey data. Backscatter imagery
displays the strength of the returning acoustic signal. The strength of the returning echo depends
on the type of sediment on the seabed. As a result, differences in backscatter strength can be used
as a proxy for different sediment types.
The backscatter image can be separated into acoustic classes and then groundtruthed into
sediment classes using sediment sample data.
Sediment Classification
The process is surmised in the following steps:
(i) Create acoustic classes using the isocluster tool.
Add the backscatter image, “Dingle_Backscatter” to the
C\SeabedClassification). Turn off the display on the other layers.

map.

(Location:

The Iso Cluster tool is located in the Image Classification Toolbar. To add the toolbar, click
on Customise from the standard toolbar on the top of the screen. Expand Toolbars and
select “Image Classification” from the list of toolbars. Once toggled on, it will appear in
ArcMap, drag it to a location near the other toolbars to dock it.
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Make sure that Dingle_Backscatter.tif is the image in the contents pane (outlined in below
image), if not, use the dropdown arrow to select it. Next, click on the Classification
dropdown and select the Iso Cluster Unsupervised Classification tool.

A new dialog box opens. Select “Dingle_Backscatter” from the Input Raster Bands
dropdown menu. Input “ 3 ” as the number of classes. Leave the “Output classified raster”
location as the default name and address – ArcGIS will by default save newly created image
files to the default geodatabase. (If this doesn’t work, there is a backup “isocluster” image
in the Seabed Classification project folder which can be used to complete the practical).
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It takes less than a minute to process. When finished, a new image will appear on the map
displaying the acoustic classes prominent in the backscatter. Each acoustic class has a
unique grid code: 1, 2 or 3 .

The next step is to classify the acoustic classes into the different sediment types using
sample data. To do this, the isocluster image has to be converted into a polygon vector file.
The tool to do this is the “Raster to Polygon” conversion tool (Location : Conversion
Tools\From Raster). However, in order to save time, this step has already been done, so
you can just proceed to adding the polygon file showing the acoustic classes to the map.
(Location: C\SeabedClassification|AcousticClasses.shp).
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When added, change the symbology of the shapefile to display the different acoustic
classes. Open Layer Properties of the shapefile and hit the Symbology tab. When the Layer
Properties dialogue box opens, click on “Categories” and select “Unique values”. Choose
“Gridcode” from the Value Field dropdown menu. Click “Add All Values” button and
uncheck the “all other values” box. Choose a colour from the Color Ramp dropdown and
then hit OK.

The polygon file now displays the 3 acoustic classes using 3 different colours.

These 3 acoustic classes need to be “groundtruthed” i.e. classified into recognisable
sediment categories using samples taken within each class. This is also known as
Supervised Classification.
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(ii) Classifying the acoustic classes using sample data.
Add the sediment sample shapefile, “Dingle_Samples”, to the map (Location:
C\SeabedClassification). Open the attributes and explore the data.

The sediments have been classified into 3 sediment categories: “Coarse sediment”, “Sand”
and “muddy Sand”. The idea is to select all of the sediment samples within each acoustic
group, check to see what sediment classification (“FOLK_CLASS”) the highlighted samples
have been given, and then assign that sediment category to the acoustic class.
The Select by Attribute and Select by Location tools are found on the Main Menu.

These tools will be used to select the samples within each acoustic class. Each sample has
been classified as a sediment type, therefore, the highlighted samples will identify the
sediment type of the acoustic class they intersect. This “supervised classification” process
is outlined in the following steps:
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(a) Click on the Select By Attributes tool to select one of the acoustic classes. A new
dialogue window will appear. Select the “AcousticClasses” shapefile from the Layer
dropdown menu. To write a selection query, double-click on “Gridcode”, click once on the
“=” operator and then type in the number of the acoustic class (“Gridcode”) you wish to
select, e.g. “1 ”.

(b) Next, the samples within the highlighted acoustic class need to be selected. Use the
Select By Location tool to do this and input the following data in the dialogue window.
Select “Dingle_Samples” as the Target Layer and “AcousticClasses” as the source layer.
Make sure to tick the “Use Selected Features” box, this will select only samples present in
the selected acoustic class.
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Open the “Dingle_Samples” attribute table. View the selected records to see which
sediment class (FOLK_CLASS) that these samples have been given.

The results of the query show that there are 24 samples within the acoustic class with a
grid code of 1 ; and all of these samples have been identified as Sand. Therefore, we can
conclude that this acoustic class can now be classified as Sand. Make a note of this.
Use the Clear Selection command (Selection-Clear Selection) or icon
to clear the
selection and proceed onto groundtruthing (identifying) the next acoustic class.
Repeat steps (a) and (b) for the remaining acoustic classes (i.e. Use Select by Attribute to
select “Gridcode” = 2 and then Select by Location to highlight the samples within that
acoustic class. Repeat the steps for “Gridcode” = 3). Make sure to note the sediment type
of the highlighted samples within each of the acoustic classes.

(c) Once all 3 acoustic classes have been identified by the samples which overlap them, the
attributes of the “AcousticClasses” shapefile can be updated. To do this, begin an editing
session and select “AcousticClasses” as the file that is going to be edited.
Next, use the Select by Attribute command to select the first acoustic class i.e. “Gridcode”
= 1.
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Click on the attributes icon (highlighted below). Make sure to click on the name of the
shapefile in the Attributes window (see below), this will ensure all the highlighted features
are updated and not just one feature. Type “Sand” into the box next to Substrate and hit
the return key. Save edits once complete. (If the acoustic class with a gridcode = 1 is not
selected, use the Select By Attribute tool to re-select it).

Repeat this step for the remaining acoustic classes (i.e. “Gridcode” = 2 and “Gridcode” =
3 ). When all of the acoustic classes shave been classified, close the editing session.
(Select Editor-Stop Editing from the Editor toolbar). The “AcousticClasses” shapefile can
now be symbolised using the “Substrate” attribute. Open Layer Properties and change
the Value Field from “Gridcode” to “Substrate”. Click OK.
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The results of the manual (Figure 1.) and automated (Figure 2.) classifications are below. The final
step is to merge the two files together.

Figure 1. Rock outcrops digitised from shaded relief

Figure 2. Sediment types identified from groundtruthed acoustic classes
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Part 3. Merging Rock Data with Sediment Classes.
The Update tool is used to merge the 2 datasets seamlessly and to avoid any overlaps between
sediment types. Areas on the sediment map classed as “Coarse sediment”, but which are in fact
rocky areas, will be “updated” by the Rock layer.
Open ArcToolbox and click on the Update tool.

The Update dialogue window opens prompting the input of the required layers. Select
“AcousticClasses” as the input feature and select “TracedRock_Dingle” as the update
feature. Finally, give a name (“ClassifiedSubstrate_Dingle”) and an address
(C\SeabedClassification) to the output file.
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The final shapefile will appear after a few seconds. Symbolise the layer by Substrate. (Open
the Layer Properties and click on the Symbology Tab. Then, click on Categories and select
Unique Values. Click on Substrate from the Value Field dropdown menu. Hit the Add All
Values button, untick the “all other values” box and finally hit OK).

The MBES data has been fully classified into rock and sediment classes. This methodology
can be applied to all INFOMAR MBES datasets.
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Additional Exercise 1
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Calculating area of potential kelp habitat in Dingle Bay
Kelp is a type of large, brown seaweed that grows on rocks in shallow, nutrient-rich waters off the
coast. It is important from both environmental and commercial perspectives. It stores carbon, acts
as a nursery to marine life and is a natural coastal barrier to storm surges. It offers industrial profit
from harvesting for alginates.
Knowing the extent of rock and the depth of seabed can provide a rough estimate of potential
kelp habitat (additional data on nutrients will provide more accuracy). In this section, the potential
habitat for kelp in Dingle Bay will be calculated using 2 criteria:
(i)
(ii)

the extent of rock outcrops;
the depth at which kelp is found.

Marine algae, like terrestrial plants, require sunlight for survival. The depth to which light
penetrates seawater delimits the boundary at which seaweeds are found. In this instance, a depth
of 30 m will be used as the limit for this zone, known to marine habitat mappers as the infralittoral
zone. Therefore, clipping the rock outcrop layer to the 30 m zone will provide an estimate of areas
where kelp habitat might occur.
The first step in the calculation of potential kelp habitat will be to create a file showing the extent
of the infralittoral zone from the bathymetry.
1.

Calculating infralittoral zone

Add the bathymetric data (Dingle_Bathymetry.tif) for Dingle to a new map. Open the layer
properties (right-click on Dingle_Bathymetry in TOC), click on Symbology tab and then click
on “Classified” on the list of options on the left-hand side of the dialog box. Change the
number of classes in the dropdown menu to show 2 classes (highlighted below).
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Next, click on the Classify button to the immediate right of the classes dropdown menu.
An additional dialog box opens prompting user input. Select “Manual” as the method from
the dropdown menu and type -30 as the lower break value (highlighted below). Click OK
to close the dialog.

Before closing the layer properties, change the colour of the infralittoral zone (-29.5 - -6.5
depth range) from the default white to green. Double-click on the white symbol for this
zone and select green from the pop-up symbol selector.

Click OK and Apply to close the layer properties dialog box.
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The bathymetry should now display the 2 depth classes. The next step is to extract the
infralittoral zone (green zone displaying depths up to -30 m) and save it as a separate file.

To create a separate infralittoral zone file, the raster must first be reclassed into a new
raster showing 2 classes represented by an integer value. This reclassed file can then be
converted into a polygon file, showing the 2 classes as polygons. The polygon showing the
infralittoral zone is then saved as a separate polygon file which will be used to extract the
rock areas within that depth range (i.e. rock outcrops within 30 m depth).
Click the ArcToolbox icon and pin it to the right side of the screen (if it isn’t already there).
Navigate to the Spatial Analyst toolbox, expand it and click on Reclass, then select
Reclassify.

A new dialogue box opens, prompting input.
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Select Dingle_Bathymery.tif as the raster that is to be reclassed from the input raster
dropdown menu. Leave the Recalss field as Value. The next panel shows the exiting data
ranges (old values) and the new integer value to which they will be assigned, these can be
left as the default 1 and 2 values (just make a note that class 2 represents the infralittoral
zone i.e. -6.53 - -30 m). Leave the output raster location as the default and click OK.

A new raster layer appears on the map showing the 2 depth ranges classified as integers.
To extract the infralittoral zone, this raster must be converted into a polygon file. In
ArcToolbox, expand the Conversion tools, open the From Raster toolbox and select the
Raster to Polygon tool.

A new dialogue box opens, prompting input.
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Select the Reclass tiff from the Input file dropdown menu. Leave Value in the Field box and
also leave the output file as the default. Click OK.

A new vector file appears showing the depth zones as polygons.

This file can be symbolised to distinguish between the 2 classes. Right click on the file name
and click Properties, and then click on the Symbology tab.
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Click on Categories on the left-hand side of the dialogue box, and select gridcode from the
Value Field dropdown menu. Click Add all Values and then click OK.

The classified polygon file now shows 2 distinct classes.

The infralittoral zone can now be extracted as a single file by selecting it and then exporting
it as a new layer. From the Selection tab at the top of the screen, select the Select by
Attribute option.
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A new dialogue opens. Select the new polygon layer from the Layer dropdown menu. The
attributes of the polygon file appear in the panel underneath. In the query box at the
bottom, type in the selection query. To do this, double-click on “gridcode”, single click on
the “=” operator, click on the Get Unique Values button and then double-click on “2”. Once
the query has been typed/specified, click Apply and OK.

The infralittoral zone is now highlighted. To export it as a separate layer, right-click on the
name of the polygon file, and select Data – Export Data.

The Data Export dialogue box opens prompting a new name and address for the
highlighted layer. Click on the yellow folder and browse to the “SeabedClassification”
folder.
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Type in a new name, “InfralittoralZone” and then click Save. Click OK to close all dialogues.

The new layer “InfralittoralZone” appears on the map. Remove (or turn off the display of)
all other layers. Change the symbology to the crosshatched symbol. (Double-click on
symbol of the InfralittoralZone layer and select crosshatch from the Symbol Selector
dialogue that pops up. Click Ok to close the dialogue).

This layer will be used to clip the rock outcrop layer to the required extent (-30 m). The
result will show rock areas in the infralittoral zone which could be potential kelp habitat.
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(ii)

Clip rock outcrop layer

Add the rock layer (TracedRock_Dingle) to the map, drag it beneath the InfralittoralZone
layer. Right-click on the rock layer, and click Zoom to Extent to ensure all data is visible on
the map.

Next select the Clip tool from the Geoprocessing tab on the Main toolbar at the top of the
window. (This tool can also be accessed from ArcToolbox if open).

The Clip dialogue opens.
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Select the “TracedRock_Dingle” layer from the Input Features dropdown menu. Select the
“InfralittoralZone” layer from the Clip Features dropdown menu. Save the output feature
class as “InfralittoralRock” and save it to the “SeabedClassification” folder on the C drive.

The final layer will show predicted Kelp habitat in Dingle Bay.

The final step will calculate the % of rock that is possible kelp habitat in Dingle Bay.
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(iii)

Calculate percentage of rock likely to be kelp habitat

Open the attribute table of the Infralittoral rock habitat. Click on the Options button
(highlighted below) and select the Add Field command.

A new dialogue box opens. Call the new field “Area_sqkm” and select “Double” from the
Type dropdown menu. Click OK.

A new field appears in the attribute table. Right-click on the new field and select Calculate
Geometry.
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Ignore the warning about calculating the area outside of an edit session. Just click Yes
when prompted to continue.
The following dialogue box will appear requesting the units required to calculate
the area. Select Square Kilometers from the Unit dropdown list. Click OK.

A new filed appears in the attribute table with the total area of each feature in the
“InfralittoralRock” shapefile. To get the total area, right-click on the name of the
attribute field (Area-sqkm) and select “Statistics”.

The following pop up dialogue box will provide summary statistics for the
InfralittoralRock shapefile.
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The total area of infralittoral rock/potential kelp habitat is 22.9 sqkm.

Repeat the procedure to get the total of area of rock in the TracedRock_Dingle
shapefile. The total area of Rock in Dingle Bay should be 93 sqkm.

Therefore, to calculate the percentage of rock that is potential kelp habitat, simply
divide the area of rock in the infralittoral (21.9 sqkm) by the total area of rock in
Dingle Bay (93 sqkm).

Answer = 23.5%
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Additional Exercise 2
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Automated extraction of rock outcrops
Manually digitising features from MBES is becoming obsolete. Although the results can be of high
quality, the method is time-consuming and depends on the accuracy of the person doing the
digitising. As new software (in particular open-source software) becomes available, the manual
methods appear more antiquated. There are numerous approaches to automated seabed
classification, each method has its advantages and disadvantages and in most cases it is the
experience and preferred method of the scientist which decides on the best approach.
As this course is GIS-based, the method for automating the extraction of rock outcrops will be done
using tools from the Spatial Analyst toolbox in ArcMap.
The process involves using the bathymetry to create a series of bathymetric-derived variables
which describe the variability of the seabed within an area. Elevated areas with high slope
variability over short distances are characteristics of uneven rocky terrain.
The first step is to calculate the slope from the bathymetry.
(i) Calculate Slope
Add the bathymetric data (Dingle_Bathymetry.tif) to a new map. Create a shaded relief
image of the bathymetry to highlight the rock outcrops. Next click on the Slope tool from
the Surface tools within the Spatial Analyst toolbox in ArcMap.

The Slope dialogue box opens prompting input.
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Select Dingle Bathymetry from the Input raster dropdown. Leave the Output raster that is
to be generated for slope at its default location. Keep the default values in the optional
fields. Click OK.

A new raster displaying slope appears the map. Areas with high slope correspond to the
areas where there are rock outcrops; area with low slope values indicate flat, smooth areas
(gently sloping sedimentary environment in this instance).

In order to extract the high slope areas as an individual file, the slope values must be in
integer format.
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(ii)

Convert slope values to an integer

Select the Integer tool from the Math Toolbox within Spatial Analyst Tools.

A new dialogue box opens. Select the Slope file created in the previous step from the Input
raster dropdown menu. Leave the Output raster at the default address. Click OK.
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A new raster appears displaying the slope from high to low integer values. Rock outcrop
areas are evident in areas with higher slope values.

The next step will be to highlight areas with a high slope variation over small distances,
which represents uneven, rough ground associated with rocky terrain.
(iii)

Calculate terrain variability

Select the Focal Statistics tool from the Neighbourhood toolbox within the Spatial Analyst
tools.
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A new dialogue box opens. Select the Integer Slope file created in the previous step from
the Input raster dropdown menu. Leave the Output raster at the default address. Keep the
neighbourhood settings at their defaults (neighbourhood settings define the size of the
area around each cell/pixel used to calculate the statistic). Select “Variety” from the
Statistics type dropdown menu. Click OK.

The resulting image that appears shows the number of times the slope value varies around
a central pixel within a 3 x 3 cell window. Areas with high variance indicate rocky terrain,
areas with low variance represent, flat smooth, sedimentary ground.

As there are 9 cells ( 8 cells surrounding a central pixel) in a 3 x 3 cell moving window,
the highest possible variance is 9.
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The image can be colour-coded to represent rock (pixels with a variance greater than 2)
and sediment (pixel values less than or equal to 2). Open the layer properties of the image
(right-click on the name of Focal Stats image just created). Click on the Symbology tab.
Then, click on Classified from the list on the left-hand side. Change the number of Classes
to 2.

Now click on the Classify button. This will open an additional dialogue box requesting break
values for the classes. Change the lower break value to 2. Click OK.
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Finally, change the colour of the high variance category (i.e. rock) from white to blue (or
any other colour to make it stand out from the white background). Simply double-click on
the symbol for the 2-9 category and select any colour from the Symbol Selector that pops
up. Click OK.

The image has now been symbolised to display areas of rock and sediment.

The next 2 steps will reclassify the image so that it can be converted to a polygon file from
which the rocky terrain can be selected and saved as an individual file.
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(iv) Reclassify image & convert to polygon
Click on the Reclassify tool from the Reclass toolbox within Spatial Analyst tools.

Select the Focal Stats image from the Input raster dropdown menu. Leave all other
parameters at their defaults and click OK.

Make sure to note that the new value for rock (2-9) will be 2.
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The reclassed image appears and can now be converted into a polygon showing only 2
classes: rock and sediment. Select the Raster to Polygon tool from the Conversion Tools
toolbox.

Select the Reclassed image from the Input raster dropdown menu. Leave the Field value
at the default and keep the default address for the output file. Click OK.

The polygon file appears on the map. (The symbology can be adjusted to display the 2 classes.
See notes at end or on page 11 or 24 on how to do this).
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The last step involves selecting the rock polygons and saving them to a separate polygon
file.

(v) Create a separate rock file
Click on the Selection tab on the main menu at the top of the map. Then click on Select by
Attribute option (page 12). A new dialogue box opens. In the query box at the bottom, type
in the selection query (see below image). To do this, double-click on “gridcode”, single click
on the “=” operator, click on the Get Unique Values button and then double-click on “2”.
Once the query has been typed/specified, click Apply and OK.
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The rock outcrops are now highlighted and can be exported as a new shapefile. Right-click
on the name of the polygon file, and select Data – Export Data.

The Data Export dialogue box opens prompting a new name and address for the
highlighted data that is to be exported. Click on the yellow folder and browse to the
“SeabedClassification” folder. Type in “RockOutcrops” for the new file name and click
Save. Then Click OK to export the data.
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The Rock Outcrop layer appears on the map. Change the symbol of the layer to one with
without a border (double-click on the symbol for the rock file and pick a block colour from
the Symbol Selector that pops up). Remove unwanted layers from the map.

The file will need some post-processing. In some areas it will have over-estimated the
extent of rock and these polygons will need to be deleted. Zoom into an area and turn on
and off the rock layer to see how well it captured the rock features evident on the Shaded
Relief image. (The Swipe tool can also be used to compare these 2 layers).
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Helpful tips!
1. Assigning a coordinate system to a new map.

Open a new, blank map. Double-click on the Layers heading in the Table of Contents. The
Data Frame properties dialogue opens. Click on the Coordinate System tab.

Expand the Projected Coordinate Systems folder. Navigate the following pathway:
ProjectedCoordianteSytems\UTM\WGS1984 \Northern Hemisphere to find the coordinate
of choice – WGS 1984 UTM Zone 29 N. Click OK.
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2. Changing the symbology of a layer.

Symbology is very important, not just aesthetically. A good colour palette and choice of
symbols should enable the viewer to see the information in the map clearly. When a vector
or raster dataset is added to ArcMap initially, a default colour is assigned. This invariably
needs to be changed.
(i) Changing the symbology of a vector layer
Open the Symbol Selector by double-clicking on the symbol of the vector file in the Table
of Contents.

Choose from the list of default symbols, or pick a colour by hitting the Fill Color dropdown
arrow. When satisfied with a symbol and colour, click OK.
(ii) Changing the symbology of a raster layer
Open the Layer Properties of the raster layer by right-clicking on the name of the file in the
Table of Contents. Click on the Symbology tab. Pick a colour ramp from the dropdown list
and click OK.
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